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Netsso.com offers a unique Single Sign On personal portal
- All your internet places available at a click on any device, including passwords

Netsso.com, based in Co. Donegal, Ireland, is launching itself at the forthcoming
Dublin Tech Summit. The site is currently undergoing its seventh round of tweaks,
in order to be ready for the Summit, according to Brian O’Doherty, Director of
Herbert Street Technologies Ltd, the developer.
“The “re-tweaking” is due to the evolving nature of the concept of what Netsso
actually Is, mostly”, explained O’Doherty. “. It started out as an online password
manager and then it became a more general online bookmarker, incorporating an
excellent password manager, and then because it has a relatively unique interface
it was attractive as a “links organiser”.
The interface also gave it added speed when locating a specific link. So, in reality
it is an excellent “time saver” for all internet work, increasing personal
productivity by avoiding the need to remember and type in web urls, passwords,
and notes. So, what do we call it in one or two words? Well, it’s a “single sign on
personal portal” and as that it seems to be unique “
A “portal “ for the internet is one that can enable internet resources to be
accessed without further need to login. Then, to be “personal” it should be
configurable by the user himself, allowing him select the links to web places he
may wish to go to regularly. But the difference with Netsso is that the user creates
that list of places himself, on an on-going basis as he comes across new
interesting sites, and is not confined to selecting from a list of places provided by
the administrator of the service. And in the case of Netsso.com, the user can
choose any url whatsoever and make a link to it, even urls that require username
and passwords to enter. With a double-click on the link, Netsso will bring you
there in seconds. He can also link direct to his online files and folders, held in

various online storage vaults, so that he can read or download them from most
computing devices.
Netsso.com is easy to sign up to and is currently available on a “freemium” basis,
with pricing to be decided later in 2017, but unlikely to be more than 30 euros per
annum. Meanwhile it is free.
The project has been in the works for over three years and is privately funded.
The aim is to bring in some investors when the product proves its market
potential. Current employees include two full time programmers, a designer and
two part time marketing personnel as well as O’Doherty himself as acting CEO.
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